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About This Game

SOK MAX is a sokoban classic puzzle game, the sequel of the SOK puzzle. Now there are more boxes on each level. The goal
of the game is to move all the boxes to their positions. It's not as easy as it seems. The player can push one box at a time, but do

not pull it off.

Fascinating gameplay. Lots of awesome levels from easy to hard

Trading cards, beautiful backgrounds, emoticons. It will be added as soon as it becomes available for this game,
according to the rules of Steam
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Just no.

Don't recommend it.
. If you liked the bow and arrow game in the lab, then you will love this. Don't fall for thinking it is just a beutiful graphical
upgrade, it also offers up some new gameplay ideas that make it worth a look. For example, archers are characters who do not
need to go near the castle door to inflict damage. They walk to a spot, draw their bow, and shoot arrows at the door for damage.
This helps make a simple game concept evolve into something requiring some thinking, besides just shooting arrows. The game
is very new at this point and shows a lot of potential. The bones of a game, so to speak, are all here. Excellent graphics, excellent
concept, etc.... but that's not to say there still isn't work to do. The game difficulty seems to ramp up too fast and there are some
grammatical errors in menus. While the text is easily understood, it could still be fixed (yes, bad grammer bothers me.. I know
many people it won't.) I haven't had a lot of time to spend in this game due to work restrictions at the moment, but the time I did
spend in it was fun and enjoyable. While I think you can easily get a few hours of enjoyment out of this game.. for $15 it will
still be considered a bit pricey by many. But if you find it on sale for $10 and you enjoyed the lab's bow and arrow game, then it
is a very worthwhile addition to your vr library. And if they eventually do add multi-player as suggested in in-game menus, then
it is well worth $15.. My summary in 4 sentences:
Evil maze is a rpgmaker-looking game where you have to clear 10 floors of rooms full of monsters to escape and finish.The
fighting involves you spamming the left key until the targeted monster dies while tanking all the damage.There are spells and
different items and bosses.The main character is girl with colossal breasts.. A neat little puzzle game that is enjoyable
throughout. Try it.. It free so its worth it.. Nope, nope. Nope. It can be fun for a goof, but there's no actual game; the controls
and tools only make it frustrating and impossible at certain points, which is the only challenge. The game doesn't reward you for
succeeding by giving you better tools or higher-paying customers, it only allows you to keep on playing in case you don't fail and
spend your money on useless decorations. Feels like it was made specifically for let's play videos, which strikes me as
disingenuous. Would make for a fun minigame sequence within some other title.. Utter trash. Driving on ice is no different to
driving on tarmac. Buy Euro Truck Sim 2. I used to love the Hard Truck and then 18 Wheels games but this is just tripe.. Played
it for a while now and I really like it.
It's a funny little game to play with (or rather against) your friends.
Your character easy to control and move around.. I bought this game, looking at the trailer and thinking to myself, "Oh, so like a
paid Soccer Physics." Boy was I wrong.

While it has the Soccer Physics feel and hilarity, it sets itself away from SP by enabling the player to control 5 players on one
team. Once I learned how to play and started the campaign, I was laughing my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off. Totally
worth it.

Though the Tutorial was a bit tough, but, since there's no game mechanics, the game itself would be very hard. This whole game
is just luck, but god damn, is it fun!

10\/10 would make a video about it.. I still like this game. I used to play it back in 2001.
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I'm copying most part of this review from my Flesh Eaters review. If devs aren't bothering with making a unique game,
why would I bother writing a unique review?

Ah, another encounter with the Back to Basics publisher. A publisher that's not really known to players, cause he keeps
his doings shady, but some of the more observant people may know him, them, it, whatever you call it. This
establishment keeps pumping out cheap games, each made in a few weeks, with the very same textures, no significant
gameplay, no storyline, no unique sounds even. How they keep these similar games and not breaking any Steam rules is
beyond me, but okay, let's move on to the game.

What do we have here? Another unfinished game, with the very same art as their other titles:

Kivi, Toilet and Shotgun.Check the characters, textures, sounds, particles, weapons and the overall feel of the
game.

Flesh Eaters Yet again, check characters, textures, weapons, particles, camera, sounds and overall feel.
This game has bugged mechanics, top-down perspective and a feel of a product that has been made during a day
off by a lazy programmer, using some stolen art from some other project (I won't be surprised, if that's the
exact case here).

There is a single player campaign, yet it's so insignificant (and unfinished), that there's nothing to actually play
with. If you do enjoy unfinished products with no quality whatsoever, buy it. If not, just move along.. Amazing
game, fun to play in free time would be even betetr if i was able to play this on my phone, so whenever im not on
pc i could play this. Some of the best hours i've ever spent gaming were while playing this game. OMG, Best
game Ever
Game Of The Year Lol
i really enjoyed this game, But the thing is there is no more coins for upgrading
But the online is still alive
37MB are Worth it <3
. Game just asks me to buy it again when installed. tried everything.. Its definitely not a game. You will not get
0.1 hours out of this. Its an art project to raise awareness and it and says so in the "about this game" section. If
you want to vote, you'll have to let it run idle for a little more time.

This was made a while ago and should be expanded on. Families caught between Assad, Turkey, and isis.
Horrors like the videos of young children being shot in a line on the side of the road and dying children gasping
like fish piled in the back of a pickup truck after a gas attack. What has happened in syria is horrific and Assad
should be held accountable by Russia because Trump will never do anything of consequence to stop these crimes
against humanity.

Most of the reviews are negative and come from Pro-Russian, Pro-Turkish, Pro-Assad, and privaledged white
supremacists.

I'm neither. I'm upvoting this because its the moral and right thing to do.. Despite the name, its a game that
doesn't take itself too seriously as you soon find out on even the first level.

I remember playing this when it first came out. Back when we actually went to the store
to purchase PC games. I enjoyed every level, weapon, enemy, and just overall fun this game had to offer in it's
quite silly delivery.

If you are looking for a great soon-to-be classic line of chaotic run n' gun shooters then this is by far one of the
best in the genre. Be sure to check out the other SS games which are great additions to own.. Solid game but it
gives you a lot to take care of. I'd like to see something along these lines but with writing a book instead of
making a movie.. Sorry, but difficulty level has nothing to do with this. Even the tutorial is just
unplayable in the sense of "hey every opponent will one-shot you" kind of diffculty.
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The developers explained in the discussion forum how to act on those kind of
enemies - imho did they plan\/implement it the right way? No.
Having to save characters constantly afte being one-shotted, being it a "unconscious" state
or being completey dead makes no difference here - is just bad gameplay.
True tactics can only come into play if you have more than a binary state of your characters.

Sorcerer are on level 1 not even able to use a range spell? Well... what?

Refund.. Cute visual novel with a nice, short story.

Ending: Honest Apprentice
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